SIAG/CSE business meeting 03/2021 (90+ attendees), 1:45-2:45pm (CST)

- Stefan introduces new officers and went through the slides. A few important points: 2476 registered participants, SIAM CSE 2023 in Amsterdam (first outside the US), SIAM CSE 2025 in US, SIAM engage

- SIAG/CSE dissertation prize? (Suzanne Shontz will follow up with us on this)

- (Note from Karen Devine afterward) If we want CSE 2027 outside of the US, then we will need to change the SIAG/CSE charter, which currently says in any 6-year window 2 meetings will be in US and one internationally.

-Poll for CSE 2027: the audiences preferred it to be held in Asia

Questions from audiences:

1) Does CSE coordinate with parallel processing (PP) whether the meetings are foreign or domestic? Answer from Stefan: so far we have not but we should better coordinate with PP

2) A suggestion for Dissertation prize at CSE conference Answer from Susan Shontz: it has been discussed, but none of the SIAM meetings have offered a dissertation prize.

3) Will you share the lessons learned from this virtual meeting: what worked well, what didn’t, etc? Answer: Yes, but how and where?